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This brief report of the Aboriginal Teacher Aide Conference held
at Pundulmurra Technical Education Centre, South Hedland in early
May is presented so that the Headmasters and teachers at the aides'
schools wi I I have some idea of the topics covered, the ski I Is
taught and the general overal I result of the Conference.
2.

THE CX)NFERENCE
2. 1

The Location
Pundulmurra Technical Education Centre was an ideal setting
for the Conference in that it enabled both staff and
participating aides to Iive in at the same site and so
removed any potential problems concerning transport and
communication. It also led to a great deal of social
interaction between the aides and the staff, and among the
aides themselves and this was one of the highlights and
greater successes of the Conference.
Faci Iities at Pundulmurra were excellent and the assistance
given by the staff of the centre, notably the Supervisor,
Mr. Peter Bennett and Mrs. Pat Grimoldby, was greatly
appreciated by al I concerned. Its proximity to South Hedland
Primary School was invaluable, permitting easy access to class
room situations where theory and ideas presented at Conference
sessions could be seen in practice. The help and co-operation
of the Headmaster, Mr. Colin t-bunsey and his staff was also
greatly appreciated and helped to make the Conference the success
that it was.

2.2

The Aims
The general aims of the Conference were:
1. To stimulate the personal development of the Aboriginal
Teacher Aides (ATAs) by broadening their experience and
general knowledge.
2. To develop in the ATAs a familiarity with and security
in the classroom.
3. To assist the ATAs to become competent in selected
classroom ski I Is:
a) Supervising children in different situations.
b)

Using a variety of equipment.

2.2

4. To assist the ATAs in the production of a variety of
teaching aids and curriculum resources.
5. To stimulate discussion among the ATAs and between
ATAs and teachers on the roles of teachers and teacher aides.
The only objective that wasn't really achieved was 3a. Aides
had many opportunities to observe teachers supervising children
in many different situations, but because of organizational
difficulties, there were few opportunities for aides to
actually deal with and supervise children in a classroom
situation.

3.

THE PARTICIPANTS
Aides came from the following schools:
School

Ai des Attending

Fitzroy Crossing
HalIs Creek
Balgo Hi Ils
Kulumburu
Lombadi na
La Grange
Roebourne
Cue
South Hedland
Oombulgurri

Kevin Rodgers, Nancy Brown
Marjory Cox
Pauline Sunfly
Regina Karadada
Audrey DugaI
Nancy Bangu
Dinah Malcolm
Va Ierie WiIIiams
Mo IIy Horace
Veronica Edwards, Gloria Clarke,
ReginaId Meehan
Mary Bullen, Diane Willicms, Janic:e
MacKenzie
Aggie Albert, Esther Bevan, Marion
Lanfords, Rosetta LoveII
Marjorie Ward
Teresa RonaId
Grace EIi son
EI aine CIifton
Chery I RiIey

St. Mary's - Broome
HoIy Rosary - Derby
Holy Rosary - Kununurra
Holy Rosary - Beagle Bay
Jigalong
Marble Bar
Meekatharra

The extensive range of experience and sophistication among the aides
meant that some learnt and achieved more than others. It was,
perhaps, a mistake in using geographical location as the criterion
for choosing participants rather than using criteria such as
experience, education, age or a combin�tion of these. In planning
future conferences, these latter criteria wi 11 probably be used.

4.

THE ORGANIZERS
The Conference was organized jointly by the Education Department
and the staff of the Aboriginal Teacher Education Program at
Mount Lawley Teachers College, with assistance from Mr. Brian
Byrne of the Catholic Education Commission and Dr. Quadros and
staff of the Public Health Department at Port Hedland.
Personnel from the Education Department who took part were:
Miss Sarah McKenzie
Miss Ester Trees
Mr. John Read
Mr. Doug Hubble
ATEP staff from Mount Lawley Teachers College were:
Mrs. CaroIe Reed
Mr. John Sherwood
Mr. John BucknaII
Mr. Ed Brumby

5.

TI METAB LE
Monday 29th Apri I:
Tuesday 30th ApriI:
Wednesday 1st May:

Thursday 2nd May:
Fri day 3rd May:

Saturday 4th May:

Participants arrive and settle in
Art and Craft - John BucknalI
Physical Education - Doug Hubble
Social Studies - Brian Byrne
Reading - Sarah McKenzie
Art and Craft - John Bucknal I

Health - Ester Trees and PubI ic
Health Sisters
Aboriginal Education - John BucknalI
Free Day - visits to Port Hedland
and environs

Sunday 5th May:
Monday 6th May:

Picnic - Turner River

Tuesday 7th May:

School Equipment - Doug Hubble
Health - Dr. Quadros (Pub Iic Health Dept. )

Wednesday 8th May:
Thursday 9th May:

Mathematics - Doug Hubble
Art - Doug Hubble

Story Tel I ing - Ed Brumby
Art and Craft - Doug Hubble
Excursion to Mt. Newman port facilities

Bi I ingual Education - John BucknalI

Late afternoons and evenings were taken up with sporting and
social activities.

6.

SUBJECT REPORTS
6. 1

Story Te I Iing
The main aims of this session were to introduce the aides
to the various desirable techniques and roles of story
te 11 ing.
The aides Iistened to several taped stories from di tterent
countries read or-spoken by people with different accents
and rates of speech.
Discussion covered such features as
accent, speed of speech, language level and di tticulty
(including vocabulary and sentence structure), interest
factor, I ength of story and attention span, cu I tura I
differences and appropriateness to the Aboriginal situation.
The various roles of story tel ling (i.e. as an end in itself,
as extra material in Social Studies and as motivation for
art, craft, singing and other lessons) were also discussed.
The session was not a complete success tor many reasons.
The main one, perhaps, is that the aides could not understand
some of the taped stories and so lost interest.
This was
valuable in itself, in that, hopefully, they realized the
virtues of choosing the right story or stories tor the right
occasion and at the right time.
The follow-up to the discussion was a story writing period in
which aides were asked to write down one of their favourite
stories. The results were mixed and led to the abandonment
of the original plan to print a collection of the stories
for aides to take back to their schools.

6. 2

Reading
The purpose of the session on Reading was to introduce the
aides to reading in a general way, to observe reading activities
in an open school situation and to prepare practical reading
aids tor use in their own schools.
The session began with a ti Im on Open Schools and was fol lowed
by a visit to the South Hedland Primary School where the
Headmaster, Mr. Colin Mounsey gave the aides a general briefing
on why we teach reading, where reading begins and an outline
of some of the materials and books avai Iable in schools.
A
tour of the school, observing some reading activities fol lowed
and aides were able to see group work and various reading gamPs
and aids being used effectively.
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6. 2

The session concluded with aides preparing their own
reading aids and games tor use with their own classes.
The success of this program was demonstrated in the
way many of the aides continued their preparation of
aids and games in their own free time, often giving up
movie nights to do so.

6. 3

Mathematics
The Maths session was along the same I ines as that tor
Reading with an introductory discussion session followed by
a visit to South Hedland Primary School to see group work
in Mathematics involving the use of various aids and games.
A demonstration lesson tor children in a remedial group was
particularly valuable.
Aides were also able to inspect a large range of materials
available in their own schools and were given a general
introduction to the use of Cuisenaire rods. Again, aides
were able to prepare their own aids and games for their own
classes.

6. 4

Social Studies
This project was a simulated one, with aides acting as a class
of school children.
They participated in large and smal I
group discussions and planning sessions on a project examining
aspects of community life. In this project the aides were
divided into smal I groups and toured the local community,
in particular the local shopping centre, noting and later
reporting on their 'findings' just as a class of primary
school children would.
Aide participation and iniative was successful, as some of the
final reports demonstrated. Many of the aides expressed their
enjoyment of this exercise in their assessments gathered at
the end of the course. Being at the beginning of the
Conference, it enabled many of the aides (and the staff) to get
to know each other a little better.

6. 5

Health
The multiple aims of this course were achieved through tilms,
excursions and talks and demonstrations by visiting Pub I ic
Health Dept. personnel.
The films, covering various aspects
of personal and community health and hygiene were wel I received,
though there was more individual comment than involved
discussion from and by the aides. Visits to the local hospital
and reserves helped to bridge gaps in experience though several
of the aides expresses some reservations at visiting the
reserves, feeling that they were encroaching on to other
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6.5

Health (cont)

people's lives. The hospital visit, however, was quite
successful.
Talks by the doctor and nurses were wel I
received and a great deal of interest was shown in the
talks on maternal and chiId health and welfare.
Aides were also able to observe and experiment with
materials and equipment avaiIable in schools and many
prepared their own charts and aids for use with their
own classes.

6.6

Art and Craft
This was probably the most successful of the sessions, in
that the aides were completely involved in activities for most
of the time. Two of the sessions were introduced with films
and followed up with activities such as clay modelling,
weaving, printing, sand painting, carving and the preparation
of a design for a conference T-shirt. The clay models were
fired in an open kiIn at Pundulmurra later in the Conference
and results were highly successful.

6. 7

Physical Education
Lack of good facilities at Pundulmurra hampered this session,
though the informal session on volleybalI and netbal I proved
to be highly successful. Thanks to the generosity of the
South Hedland High School, the aides were able to play
basketbal I in the school's wel I-equipped gymnasium.

6.8

School Equipment
In this highly successful session aides were instructed in
the use of and had the opportunity to use equipment such as
radios, cassette tape recorders, movie, slide and fi Im strip
projectors, duplicators and Polaroid cameras.

6.9

Aboriginal and BiIingual Education
The fiIm "Walk in the Sunshine, Walk in the Shadows"
introduced this topic and was fol lowed by a moderately
successful smalI group discussion on the general field of
Aboriginal education. A videotape of a demonstration lesson
at a Northern Territory school which is involved In a
bilingual education program was used as an introduction to
bi I ingual education. Aides, however, werenot enthusi"astic
and expressed the wish that there should be greater
attention paid to English rather than introducing instruction
in the vernacular.

7.

SOME COMMENTS
7.1

From the Aides
"This is the first Conference I've been.-to. I had a nice
time and everyone was swell in every way. The classes were
great and I couldn't find anything worth mentioning to
complain about.
I'm glad now that I did come to see what
everyone else does in their own schools,
If the next
Conference goes Ii ke the first I wou Id be g I ad to come.''
"I've got some experience now of how to teach chi I dren.
I am Iooking forward to the next conference."
"The stories we heard on the cassette was a bit hard to
understand but I liked it very much. I love to teach
children at school expecially my own race. Sometimes they
are naughty but otherwise they are really good to teach.
The trouble is with the children is the teachers don't
understand what they say and they don't speak up loud
enough and we have to ask them severaf times ti I I we know
what they really want."
"Visiting the school was good. Also the hospital.
I don't
quite like the idea of visiting the reserve. As the other
aboriginal people that live there might think we are prying
in on their Iives and sort of sling off at the way they live.
But that's what we don't do. Even if we al I come from
different parts."
"I really loved going to the school and I loved watching the
films, especially the Aboriginal ones because I understand
them very much. The teachers were very good but I didn't
understand very much because of their talking. I think the
children would love to have their photos taken because they
would get very excited. I wi I I try this at my school when
I get back."
11 1 liked the course because I learnt to get along with other
people very welI and I learnt more about other places and other
schools."

"I particularly liked the Social Studies lesson because it
he Iped us to go out and find things out for ourse Ives."
"I think we shou Id have had more Ora I and WrJ tten Eng Iish."
"There wasn't enough Eng Iish though and there shou Id have been
I I iked learning
more because this iS very important at school.
how to use the different equipment like the projectors and
dup Iicators."
"At night t di<:ln' t Jike to stay home and watch films 0r T. V.
Every night we did the same thing. I wanted to go down town
and watch basketba 11 or to the hote I."
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7.2

From the Lecturers
"WhiIe there was a good choice and rotation of activities,
there was a I lost' feeling in some of the workshops and there
was a lack of choice within actual indlvidual workshops."
"The short, to the point taIks and in tormaI discussions were
most successful and the generally happy atmosphere assisted
a great deal towards the success of the Conference as a whole."
"There was some waste of time in organization and more follow
up work In some subject areas might have been better."
"The time was limited and this limited the structure of the
course and the depth of coverage within some subject areas.
In future courses there should be more detailed planning and
more extension work and follow-up activities need to be arranged
to make the course more valuable and informative. Teacher
aides need to come into more contact with children, especially
with a view to trying out some of the new ideas and techniques
they have been shown."
"One of the most valuable features was that the aides were
able to prepare resources to take back to their own classrooms,
though there could have been more time devoted to this type of
exercise. It would be wise in future courses to choose a
more homogeneous group of aides on the basis of experience,
qualifications, situation (remote/urban, semi-urban) or
other criteria. One difficulty in this course was the great
range of backgrounds and experience of the aides."
"There shou Id have been more specifi c activities - directiv e
rather than se I f-directive. "

7. 3

From the Anthropologist
Mrs. Carole Reed, Anthropologist on the ATEP staff attended
the Conference as an observer. Her cormients follow:
"From an observer's point of view activities were arranged
for the achievement of the objectives of the Conference. On
both an individual and a group basis, however, progress towards
them was not uniform. I would Iike to discuss some of the
factors which seemed to inhibit some activities and those which
aided others.
First, the group comprised twenty-two young women and two men.
This of course, reflects the fact that far more women than men
are interested in a job of this kind and also that schools are
more prone to think of a Teacher Aide as being a female
occupation. There were times, however, when it appeared that
the presence of the two males may have inhibited some discussion,

on the part of the rest; even more striking was the fact
that rarely did the young men voice opinions openly. They were
much more likely to talk at length with one of the malt" reachers.
From this, I would recommend that any instruction team would
need to include both male and female teachers.
A qualification of the last statement would rest upon the
second factor - that of the home background of individual
ATAs. This large group included people from a wide range
of situations. Among them were some who denied being
Aboriginal, but said they were 'coloured' and others who
were fulI-blood Aborigines, they came from very isolated
settlements and from large towns. The result was a group
whose members varied widely in famiIiarity with and ease
in interaction with Europeans. So great was this variance
that the usual protection provided by being a member of a
homogeneous group was lacking for the more tribalized
among them. There was an easing of this situation after the
first week, when some extended kinship ties were traced between
some individuals and photographs of home, family and friends
were shown around by those who had brought them. By the end
of the Conference al I were mixing fairly freely with no one
unable to join a group either during a scheduled workshop or
during the free hours. Just as obviously, however, those who
were most pub Iicly vocal were those from a more Europeanized
background.
AlI the ATAs were enthusiastic about their role. They expressed
pleasure and pride in what they did and interest in learning
more about teaching. They were eager and di Iigent in constructing
teaching aids and Iisting ideas for aids to be constructed
back in their schools. They enjoyed learning to operate the
audio-visual equipment and exhibited complete confidence in
their abilities to do so.
Of alI the activities the group discussions were least
satisfactory. There were many reasons for this and it would
be difficult to isolate a single cause. Part of the problem
was that any group gathered together for the first time
are loath to speak out; another factor was the female/male
ratio mentioned above. A factor that can be ruled out was any
relating to group leadership; the teachers attempting such
discussions were practiced in such skiI Is and attempted
several techniques at attaining participation.
The primary reason for the lack of discussion ski IIs and
confidence appears more likely to be Iinked to the role of
such discussions within the traditional setting. Women are
not usually the most active participants in such situations
and this was predominantly a group of women. Even when they
would be active, the style and form of such discussions are
vastly different from European discussions. Al I these factors
resulted in a minimal number of reluctant statements being offered.

To counter this situation the large group was broken into
smaller groups, often with a teacher sitting in. After the
ATAs became acquainted with each other and with the teachers,
these smalI groups talked quite freely and many opinions were
expressed. For the future a technique of smal I group
discussion resulting in recommendations (or statements) from
each group for pooling with those from other groups in a
blackboard list might, over time, lead to the ability to
discuss a topic as a total group.
With experience in the teaching situation and by attending
other conferences, some of these factors wi I I be overcome.
For a long while, however, teachers participating in such
workshops must continue to be aware of individuals who must
be approached singly, for friendly, non-probing chats, but who
wi I I absorb a lot without outward manifestations of this in a
public setting."
8.

SUMMARY AND (X)NCLUSIONS
In ITK)St respects, the Conference was a resounding success.
The
highIight was the way in which aides from different areas, backgrounds
and experiences mingled and made friends and learnt from each other.
The biggest disappointment, perhaps, was there there were few
opportunities for the aides to become involved in real-I ife classroom
situations.
The relatively informal and relaxed atlTK)sphere of
the conference assi-sted greatly in establishing rapport between
organizers and participants. But it has an adverse effect in that
some time was possibly lost or wasted in some sessions. Planning
for a tighter or stricter timetable or schedule at future conferences
would help to overcome this.
There is Iittle doubt that the aides learnt and achieved a great deal
apart from enjoying the Conference. AlI of them expressed the wish
to attend any future conferences (should there be any). An
important effect of the Conference was that aides were made more
aware of their capabilities, the contributions they can make in
schools and the roles that they can play. Many of the aides
requested further information concerning further training, either
fulI or part-time. This raises the question as to what the future
holds for Aboriginal Teacher Aides and what steps must be taken to
ensure that this resource is developed for fullest benefit to
Aboriginal Education and the Aboriginal community in general.

9.

FOR THE HEADMASTER
Headmasters at the aides' schools may wonder just what the aides
learnt at the Conference and how their newly-acquired ski I Is can be
used best. From the preceding it is obvious that, for the most part,
the approach to most subject areas was a general one. However, in
the specific areas of equipment operation (movie and slide projectors,
Polaroid cameras etc. ) and the preparation of aids and games for
reading and mathematics, many of the aides displayed a high degree

of competence. Encouragement in the use of these ski I Is in
the classroom would be a most beneficial follow-up to the
Conference.
The organizers would also be grateful for any comments, suggestions
or criticisms from Headmasters or class teachers with regard to the
Conference and the benefit or lack thereof it had for the aides at
their schools. Any comments should be addressed to either the
Education Department (Aboriginal Education Branch) , or the
Aboriginal Teacher Education Program at t,,bunt Lawley Teachers
College.
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